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Jeff Satur - Lucid

                            tom:
                C

             C
Won't you miss the nights we drifted afar
 Am                                          F
And knew we would find a place in the stars for two
                            C
Taking you to dance in the sky

 C
The nights you would be beside me
          Am
Your lips to mine

Nothing could compare
            F
But every star's light
                             C
Waits for you in the dark tonight

           Am
I know that nothing ever lasts even the good things
D7
 If we chase the past, we can only dream
 F                                 G
But while it's still lucid, I'll drown in

                  C
Before daylight breaks us at the seams
                  Am                Gm
Before the night ends, all just a dream
                  F
Before all the memories start to fade
                 Em                               Dm
Just think back one last time to the nights like these
               G
Before you're gone and

                 C
Before daylight breaks us at the seams
                  Am               Gm
Before the night ends, all just a dream
                F                                 Em
I just want to hold onto those nights like lucid dreams
                         Dm
Pretending we're still asleep
               G                 C
Before you're gone and wake from me

C
I fear time will drift you away from here
Am                                           F
I'll wait for you in the night as you fade away
                                  C
Holding every piece till you're gone

            Am
I know that nothing ever lasts even the good things
D7
If we chase the past, we can only dream
 F                                 G
But while it's still lucid, I'll drown in

                  C
Before daylight breaks us at the seams
                  Am                Gm
Before the night ends, all just a dream
                 F
Before all the memories start to fade
                Em                                Dm
Just think back one last time to the nights like these
               G
Before you're gone and

                  C
Before daylight breaks us at the seams
                  Am               Gm
Before the night ends, all just a dream
                F                                 Gm
I just want to hold onto those nights like lucid dreams
                         Dm
Pretending we're still asleep
               G
Before you're gone and wake from me

( C  Am  Gm )

                  C
Before daylight breaks us at the seams
                  Am                Gm
Before the night ends, all just a dream
                F                                 Em
I just want to hold onto those nights like lucid dreams
                          Dm
Pretending we're still asleep
               G                  C
Before you're gone and wake from me
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